
Southwest Technical Center has had limited access to various types of Instructional technology that is
available at the other SLI. BOCES technical centers. To allow our students access to the same
educational opportunities it is critical that an investment be made in these technologies. Below you will
find a

ALLIED HEALTH at SWT has witnessed an increased enrollment over the last several years.
That combined with the increased rigor of the curriculum requiring authentIc research has the
computer lab tied up by the Allied Health students on a regular basis. While it is great that the
students in Allied Health get to use the computers, this also limits the use of the computers by
other classes. To this end I would like to use the model currently being used at the other
centers which is allowing each student to use the schools lap top when not in the tech center. I
understand the initial start up cost is high, however, computers will be used over the several
years and the hope is that it will communicate to students, parents and districts that this is a
high end program with the goal of preparing students for higher education. 20 Computers will
completely equip each Allied Health student and allow for 6 additional units to fill our existing
mobile computer lab.

Southwest Tech Is In need of:

20 laptops $13,540

Rational for Smart Board and iarolector: The SMART Board is an interactive whiteboard to help
improve learning outcomes. The SMART Board will be placed in our computer lab and be available to all
classes and teachers interesting in using current technical applications to assist them in offering high
quality, interactive lesson activities, content, and assessments material. The projector is an Integral
part of the SMART Board system.

SMART Board and projector $2,444



The Computer Business Program typically purchases new computers every other year to

accommodate the software needs of the program. Computers have not purchased since 2008.
Due to the fad that there was no “spend down” money this year we would like to propose the
use of the technology fund to purchase start up items for students to build 16 new computers.
This would not only cut cost, but would be an authentic project for students with the option to
upgrade computers each year at a lower cost. These custom built computers would cost
approximately $570 each but be comparable to a $1500 Dell. The existing monitors, keyboards
and mice would be used.

Estimated cost would entail:

16 mid size towers $60 each
16 mother boards $100 each
16 CPU processors $115 each
16 (8G) RAM $50 each
16 video cards $100 each
16 hard drives $60 each
16 power supplies $60 each
16 CD/DVD RW $25 each

Estimated total $9,120


